savor the flavor
wood pellet grills

www.louisiana-grills.com
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cooking system built!
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STAY COOL VENTED HANDLE

Standard
Features

REINFORCED LID
WITH THERMOMETER

cook 180°
to 600°F

Convection air flow
for even smoke flavor

REMOVABLE UPPER
RACK
LARGE
CAPACITY
HOPPER

EASY-CLEAN
CAST IRON GRIDS

AUTO-START
ELECTRIC IGNITER

VERSATILE FLAME
BROILER

DIGITAL CONTROL
BOARD WITH
PROGRAMMABLE
MEAT PROBE

HEAVY DUTY 14 GAUGE
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

Proprietary exhaust
system for even
grilling & smoking

Additional Accessories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smoke Cabinet
Hopper Extension
Deluxe Front Shelf
Side Shelf
Grill Cover
Grill Floor Mat
Pizza Stone
Chicken Throne

HEAVY DUTY SOLID
BOTTOM SHELF
HEAVY DUTY
CASTERS

how our pellet grills use
convection cooking
With true convection cooking, a rotisserie is not
needed! Air-flow is circulated for even heat distribution
reaching true cooking temperatures up to 600°F.

COOL AIR,
INTAKE AIR
FLOW

CONVECTION
HEAT AIR FLOW

full digital control and
programmable meat probe
Our Digital Control Center and Meat Probe work
in tandem by regulating the internal cooking
temperature of your food. Your grill automatically
reduces to a low smoke setting when ready.

Flame Broiler for openflame grilling!

grilling, convection heat,
& smoky flavor

Master your steaks and burgers just like your
favorite steakhouse! The Flame Broiler is
a simple slide-plate which allows complete
control for direct flame grilling.

for serious BBQ

removable upper rack
with all lg series grills
Unique to Louisiana Grills, the upper rack is
additional cooking space! Cook your dinner on
the bottom while you bake dessert up above,
and all at once!

for the entertainer:
check out the whole hog
& super hog!
w w w. l o u i s i a n a - g r i l l s . c o m
see videos & delicious recipes online!

easy clean cast iron
porcelain coated grates
Clean-up is easy with the heavy duty porcelaincoated cooking grids! Known for superior heat
retention, the cast-iron core allows for perfect
searing and braising.

GRILLING, CONVECTION HEAT, & SMOKY FLAVOR

FOR SERIOUS BBQ
sear

bbq

char-grill

smoke

grill

lg 700 - #60700

roast

bake

braise

lg 900 - #60900

The perfect size for a family of 2-4

Perfect for large families and gatherings

4 707 sq. inches of cooking space with
removable upper cooking rack (included)
4 Digital Control Center with a built-in
programmable Meat Probe
4 Flame Broiler for direct/indirect grilling
4 14lb Capacity Hopper (extension available)

4 913 sq. inches of cooking space with
removable upper cooking rack (included)
4 Digital Control Center with a built-in
programmable Meat Probe
4 Flame Broiler for direct/indirect grilling
4 14lb Capacity Hopper (extension available)

8 in1

wood pellet grills

lg 1100 - #61100

lg 800 ELITE - #60800

Designed with entertainment in mind

Perfect for large families and gatherings

4 1061 sq. inches of cooking space with
removable upper cooking rack (included)
4 Digital Control Center with a built-in
programmable Meat Probe
4 Flame Broiler for direct/indirect grilling
4 14lb Capacity Hopper (extension available)

4 838 sq. inches of cooking space with
removable upper cooking rack (included)
4 Digital Control Center with a built-in
programmable Meat Probe
4 Flame Broiler for direct/indirect grilling
4 12lb Capacity Hopper
4 Front Tray for spice and sauce storage
4 Stainless steel slide-tray for easy grease
removal

Accessories make

everything better
Louisiana grills wood pellet grill accessories

Cold smoke cabinet - #61299
Smoke & cure meats, fish and cheeses
1396 sq. inches of cooking space
Includes 5 racks
Fits LG700, LG900 & LG1100
Dual thermometer positioned high and
low on the front allow you to carefully
monitor temperature.
4 Damper allows control of air flow from
the main grill as well as vents in the
smoke cabinet.

4
4
4
4

Extra grates (5) - #54043
Install five additional cooking racks to increase to 2790
sq inches of cooking space Make the most of your grill
by adding extra grates to your smoke cabinet.

Grill floor mat - #58035

Protect your deck and patio surfaces with
our oil and fire resistant grill mats. The mat
features a high quality rubberized finish, with
an embossed logo. It measures 52” x 34”
and is compatible with all residential models.

Front/side shelf - black - #56205

The extra 180 sq. inches of food prep space can either be attached to the front
or the side of your grill. Fits the LG700, LG900 and LG1100.

Front/side shelf - SS - #56206

The extra 180 sq. inches of food prep space can either be attached to the front
or the side of your grill. Stainless Steel. Fits the LG700, LG900 and LG1100.

Deluxe front shelf - SS - all models #56210

Measuring at 12” x 24”, our stainless steel shelf mounts right on to the front
of your grill. The extra 288 sq. inches of food prep space is perfect for platters,
sauces, and spices. Fits the LG700, LG900 and LG1100.

12”x31” - LG900

12”x36” - LG1100

#56212

#56213

Hopper extension - 20lb - #56215

More Pellets = More BBQ. Louisiana Grills Hopper Extension holds an
additional 20 lbs. of pellets for longer cooks, minimizing the need to re-fill your
hopper. LG’s Hopper Extension has been designed to sit securely on top of
your current hopper. Fits the LG700, LG900 and LG1100.

grill covers
COVER - CS300

COVER - CS570/LG900

COVER - CS680/LG1100

#53300

#53570

WITH SMOKE CABINET
#53685

COVER - CS450/LG700

COVER - CS570/LG900

#53450

WITH SMOKE CABINET
#53575

COVER - WHOLE HOG

COVER - CS680/LG1100

COVER - SUPER HOG

#53680

#53900

COVER - CS450/LG700
WITH SMOKE CABINET
#53455

#53750

Chicken throne - #58019

The porcelain Chicken Throne infuses flavor right into your chicken as it cooks.
Start by filling the chicken throne with your choice of liquid. Season your whole
chicken as preferred before sitting it upon it’s rightful throne. Place the chicken/
throne on the grill and watch as the marinade cooks right into the meat.

Pizza stone 15” - #60137

15” in diameter, the LG pizza stone is perfect for any wood pellet grill or ceramic
charcoal grill. Manufactured from high temperature stoneware, it is safe for use in
barbecues, ovens and microwave ovens, and is heat-resistant up to 450°F (230°C).

100% pure natural hardwood pellets
No artificial flavors, spray scents, glues or chemicals
Our pellets are made by applying high pressure to sawdust forcing
natural juice in the wood to bind the pellets together. Our raw wood
is sourced across North America to make superior product
Available in 20 lb and 40lb bags.

Georgia Pecan
New England Apple
Pennsylvania Cherry
Texas Mesquite

Wisconsin Hickory
Tennessee Whiskey Barrel
Competition Blend

Louisiana grills spices & sauces

louisiana grills rubs & spices
Gluten free. Contains no MSG.
Available in 5 oz. bottles and select 24 oz. bottles.
Smoked Apple Chipotle
Caribbean Key Lime
Lemon Pepper, Garlic & Herb
Mandarin Habanero
Beef & Brisket Rub
Sweet Rib Rub

Pulled Pork Rub
Champion Chicken
Hickory Bacon
Mango Magic
Raspberry Chipotle
Smoky Spicy Sweet Hot

Bourbon Molasses
Chop House Steak Rub
Key Lime Jerk
Buffalo Wing Rub
Sweet Heat Rub & Grill
Tennessee Apple Butter

louisiana grills sauces
Fat Free, Gluten free, no MSG.
Available in 16 fl. oz bottles - 451 ml
Original BBQ | Sweet Chili | Georgia Style BBQ | Kansas City Style BBQ | Memphis Style BBQ

Visit our website or social media for videos, tips and tricks!

www.louisiana-grills.com

Charcoal grilling
AT ITS FINEST
ceramic charcoal barbecues

www.louisiana-grills.com

discover the tradition of real charcoal

for serious BBQ

STAY-COOL
BAMBOO HANDLE

Standard
features

BEZELED
THERMOMETER
ADJUSTABLE
STAINLESS STEEL
TOP DAMPER

2-TIER STAINLESS STEEL
FLIP COOKING GRIDS
SPRING-LOADED
LID HINGE
E-Z LOCK
HARDWARE
SHOCK ABSORBING
PLUNGER ON LID
ADJUSTABLE
STAINLESS STEEL
BOTTOM DAMPER

HEAVY DUTY
CASTERS

ASH TOOL
BAMBOO
SIDE SHELVES
CERAMIC FIRE RING
& FIRE BOX

HEAVY-DUTY
STAINLESS
STEEL BASE

Heavy duty ceramic exterior
and fire bowl

Solid wood handle with
shock absorbing plunger

Our 1” thick heavy duty ceramic bodies and
fire bowls can reach temperatures over 700°F.
Each exterior is finished with a glossy black
coating and stainless steel trim.

Open and close the lid with ease with a solid,
durable, heat-resistant wood handle. A built-in
shock absorbing plunger protects the ceramic
against slamming for soft, easy closing.

Two-tier stainless steel
cooking grids

Two fold-down laminate
bamboo side shelves

Double your cooking area with an additional
top tier rack. Made with 304 stainless steel for
durable, easy to clean grids. Both grids flip up
for ease of access.

Our shelves are designed with 3-layer laminate
bamboo for a robust structure and coated with
a clear-coat finish to protect against moisture,
scuffs, and scratches.

Large stainless steel top
and bottom dampers

Includes legs with four
heavy duty swivel casters

Achieve superior temperature control with the
large, stainless steel calibrated top and bottom
vents. Easy and safe to use with the heat
resistant handle.

Support your ceramic charcoal barbecue with
strong, stainless steel legs complete with four
heavy duty swivel casters. Two casters include
locking technology to secure your BBQ in place.

see videos & delicious recipes online! www.louisiana-grills.com

most superior
temperature control
the

LG k13 #61130
Perfect for camping and tailgating
4 89.92 sq. inches cooking area
4 Same heavy duty body, superior heat
retention, and temperature control as our
larger models, in a lighter, more mobile, size
4 Includes stand

LG k18 #61180
Excellent for individuals and couples
4 176.71 sq. inches cooking area
4 Includes ash tool and side shelves
4 Includes leg kit

lg ceramic series

CERAMIC CHARCOAL BARBECUES

LG k22 #61220
The perfect size for a family of 4-6
4 Total cooking area of 574.76 sq. inches
4 Complete with additional top-tier rack
4 Includes ash tool and side shelves
4 Includes leg kit

LG k24 #61240
Ideal for large families and gatherings
4 Total cooking area of 661.70 sq. inches
4 Complete with additional top-tier rack
4 Includes ash tool and side shelves
4 Includes leg kit

ceramic barbecue accessories
grill covers
Keep your grill in new condition with a tailored Louisiana Grills
cover. Our custom-sized grill cover is a perfect fit for your LG
Ceramic Barbecue. The heavy-duty polyester material and
PVC backing protect your grill from natural elements while
the draw string construction makes it easy to keep it secure.
Classy as well as durable, complement your Louisiana grill
with a cover and give it the protection it deserves.

COVER - K18

COVER - K22

COVER - K24

#63180

#63210

#63230

Pizza stone 15” - #60137

15” in diameter, the LG pizza stone is perfect for any wood pellet
grill or ceramic charcoal grill. Manufactured from high temperature
stoneware, it is safe for use in barbecues, ovens and microwave
ovens, and is heat-resistant up to 450°F (230°C).

Chicken throne - #58019

The porcelain Chicken Throne infuses flavor right into your chicken
as it cooks. Start by filling the chicken throne with your choice of
liquid. Season your whole chicken as preferred before sitting it
upon it’s rightful throne. Place the chicken/throne on the grill and
watch as the marinade cooks right into the meat.

Ceramic heat deflector
Install a ceramic heat deflector on your Louisiana Grills Ceramic Series to
further promote your cooking capabilities. The heat deflector facilitates
indirect cooking on your ceramic charcoal barbecue by providing a
heat-directing barrier between your food and the flames. In creating a
convection cooking style, the heat deflector prevents charring and burning.
It is easy to maintain and is the perfect accessory for pizzas, baking,
briskets, roasts, whole chickens, or ribs. Make the most of your BBQ. Get
your heat deflector today and master the art of charcoal grilling.

Fits K22

Fits K24

#60130

#60131

electric charcoal igniter - #58020

The trigger-operated igniter has an extended, user-friendly handle to
prevent burning and over-reaching. Heating up in seconds, the PB Electric
Igniter guarantees a safe and sure flame every time.

grid gripper - #60125

Manage your cooking grids safely and easily with Louisiana Grills’ Grid
Grippers. An extended, heat-resistant handle allows for the secure
adjustment of your LG Ceramic Series cooking grids when hot.

100% natural premium hardwood lump charcoal

Burns longer, hotter, and cleaner.
Through our unique process, our Louisiana Grills Premium Lump
Charcoal is naturally made from pure hardwood Oak Wood. Unlike
other common brands of lump charcoal, no chemical additives or
fillers are added to our product. We burn hotter, burn environmentally
cleaner, and prove a longer performance, providing consistent flavor
for all your outdoor grilling experiences—saving you time and money.
Available in 20lb bags.

Louisiana grills spices & sauces

louisiana grills rubs & spices
Gluten free. Contains no MSG.
Available in 5 oz. bottles and select 24 oz. bottles.
Smoked Apple Chipotle
Caribbean Key Lime
Lemon Pepper, Garlic & Herb
Mandarin Habanero
Beef & Brisket Rub
Sweet Rib Rub

Pulled Pork Rub
Champion Chicken
Hickory Bacon
Mango Magic
Raspberry Chipotle
Smoky Spicy Sweet Hot

Bourbon Molasses
Chop House Steak Rub
Key Lime Jerk
Buffalo Wing Rub
Sweet Heat Rub & Grill
Tennessee Apple Butter

louisiana grills sauces
Fat Free, Gluten free, no MSG.
Available in 16 fl. oz bottles - 451 ml
Original BBQ | Sweet Chili | Georgia Style BBQ | Kansas City Style BBQ | Memphis Style BBQ

Visit our website or social media for videos, tips and tricks!

www.louisiana-grills.com

